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dedicaciones marca sendas documentos utf8 The SF-MOCA-PE-CAT-9-100 takes one week to clear and to receive in SVM. They may take longer if you live in California, and longer if you live in the Eastern Time Zone. The transit time from our warehouse to SVM is between three to six days. Shipping is usually much faster than you would think. The Package that is shipped is usually sent within
three business days. How much is shipping? The shipping to SVM is between $80 to $200. When will I get my order? We usually ship your order within one business day. Can I receive my order sooner? It depends on how fast we can prepare your order. In fact, the faster you order, the faster you get it. We know, you are asking for the catalog, but this catalog is not available yet. In addition to the SFMOCA-PE-CAT-9-100 you are ordering, our catalog also includes the; - A reusable big cat high hat - A classic MOCA hat - A cheap transparent hat - A sand colored standard baseball - Sizing chart for MOCA hats and sunglasses - MOCA Transfer Certificate and Visa receipt - A special video of MOCA. Sizing: If you wear a larger hat, the sizes are measured as follows: Standard sizes (from MOCA):
Small Medium Large X-Large XX-Large Warm weather sizes (from MOCA): - Warm weather sizes (from MOCA): As you can see, sizes are in "Small" "Medium", "Large" and "XX-Large" sizes. The hat sizes are usually the same as the sunglasses sizes. Logistics: MOCA ships all orders through UPS. Can I return or exchange my order? - You can return or exchange your order if you have problems
with your order. - You f3e1b3768c
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